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Budgeting.

Months of work, careful analysis,
and lots of meetings. But did you end up with a tool that
your company will use for the next year or with a
doorstop for the accounting office? This is the last in a
series of six articles addressing how to create an Excelbased Master Budget that you’ll really use. If you’ve read
this series from the beginning, you probably already have
a working, fully linked Master Budget. (If you haven’t
been reading it, feel free to go back to the February 2010
issue and catch up with us. We’ll wait for you here.) This
final article will help you lock your budget so you can
send it to other managers without fear that they will mess
up your hard work, will show you how you can use this
powerful tool for “what-if ” scenarios, and will address
some of the ethics issues surrounding the budgeting
process.

Locking the Budget
Now that your budget is finished and all the estimates are
fair, unbiased ones based on the most current information you can gather cost effectively, it’s time to let the
managers actually use your budget! This can be a nerveracking experience. Who wants to let another manager
mess around with his or her hard work? After spending
this much time on a project, the last thing you want is to
have some careless person down the hall change one of
your carefully created equations. This can lead accountants to be overly protective of their budget, creating a
beautifully functional tool that other managers know is
out there, somewhere, but beyond the reach of mere
mortals—like the elusive unicorn. We’ve all gotten possessive with projects that have taken a lot of our time;
now we have to find a way to overcome the urge to protect our spreadsheets from unworthy users.
One easy way to avoid this syndrome is to lock the
budget so that managers can see all of the equations and
figures but can’t change them. Perhaps a better way is to
lock the budgets but leave portions of the Data Input
Sheet open for revisions. That way, all of the managers
can input their different estimates and see what effect
they will have on the budget. If you do it right, you won’t
even have to type in the data anymore. You can send the

new budget to each manager, let them type in their own
numbers, and then present the final draft to management
without having to do much but create the file for the new
year. Let’s walk through the steps to lock a budget using
Excel 2007. Of course, if you’re using an older version of
Excel, the instructions are easy to find by looking up
“Protect Worksheet” in the help files.
The first step is to select all the highlighted cells on the
Data Input Sheet (if you hold down CTRL while clicking
each of them, you can select them all at the same time)
and then right-click on one of the selected cells. This
opens a dialog box like the one shown in Figure 1. Click
on the “Protection” tab, and uncheck the box that says
“Locked.” Next, put your cursor on the title of the page
and select “Review” from the top menu, then “Protect
Sheet” from the option on the right. You’ll see a dialog
box asking you to input a password. By default it allows
users to select both locked and unlocked cells, as shown
in Figure 2. If you leave both boxes checked, users can
click on any cell in the page and view the formulas or
contents, but they can change only the information in the
unlocked cells. We suggest unchecking the box allowing
users to select the locked cells. This allows other managers to see only the contents of the cells that you’ve
explicitly given them permission to see (the unlocked
ones). For all other cells, the managers won’t be able to
select the cell, but they will still be able to see the information as they look over the entire spreadsheet.
The good news is that the Data Input Sheet is the only
page that’s this difficult to protect. For the remaining
tabs, just place your cursor on the cell where the title of
the page is located, and then protect the whole sheet. Of
course, there are places throughout the budget where
you, the accountant, will need to change items or equations from time to time. For example, as we discussed in
the fourth article (May 2010), you’ll probably want to
manually input loan repayments on the Cash Budget. But
since you have the password, you can simply unlock
entire tabs anytime you need to work on them, so no
“unlocking” of individual cells is necessary except on the
Data Input Sheet.
Perhaps the best way to gather the information for the
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budget is to send it to each manager one by one. Before
sending the file, unlock only those cells that particular
manager is responsible for estimating (keep the others
locked). For example, in Bob’s Bicycles, the sales manager
should have permission to change only the cells highlighted in green (Figure 1, February 2010). When you get
the file back from that manager, relock his or her section,
and open the cells for the next manager on your list. This
process will allow managers to change only the estimates
for which they are responsible but will let them see how
the new estimates flow through the entire budget. They can
look at the results of different combinations and scenarios
and will see the value in all the “number crunching.”

Using the Budget
Now that you’ve created your masterpiece and protected
it from uninvited tampering, it’s time to get the other

managers involved. Send them a copy of the budget
you’re preparing for next year. Enter your best assumptions into the spreadsheet beforehand, but give them the
chance to review the whole budget and update the estimates for which they are responsible. The first time
through, you might want to show all the managers how
they can check the effects of the changes they make. They
will probably be surprised how small changes in the estimates can create large changes in the final results. For
example, right now Bob’s is showing earnings per share
(EPS) of $6.05, but if we lower the selling price of our
Deluxe model just $5 (a change of less than 1.5%), the
EPS drops more than 5% to $5.74. The sales manager can
instantly see why giving some customers special deals and
effectively lowering the average selling price can quickly
draw the attention of investors.
When the managers see how easy it is to enter their

Figure 1: Formatting the Cells
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own figures into this Excel-based spreadsheet and
instantly see the effects of those changes, they’ll become
budget enthusiasts as well! You’ve probably heard managers express irritation at creating estimates and reports
that disappear into a black box. Then the accounting
department randomly grabs numbers from that black box
and magically creates a budget that doesn’t relate to what
they actually do. Can you think of a better way to convert
managers like this than allowing them to input their own
estimates and then watch the effects of those estimates
flow from one schedule to the next and onto the Pro Forma Financial Statements? Once they see how small
changes like the one just described can seriously affect
outcomes, they’ll take the process more seriously and
have more faith in the end result. This is participative
budgeting at its finest!

Figure 2: Protecting the Worksheet

What Now?
At last you have a budget that works. Regardless of the
fact that setting it up took a lot of time and skill, updating it each year will be a snap, so the upfront effort was
well worth the cost. You also have managers who finally
view budgeting as a transparent process and not as a
black box that their time and energy enter but only
meaningless reports exit. What else can you do with this
tool? Well, for one thing, cost-volume-profit (CVP)
analysis becomes almost effortless!
For example, when we dropped the average selling
price of the Deluxe model by $5 to $345, it was easy to
watch the changes flow through the spreadsheet. Not only
did EPS drop dramatically, but our ending cash balance
fell by more than $37,000 as well. But a price decrease
usually ties to a market share increase. Your sales manager
is arguing that if you drop the price to $345 on this model, your quarterly growth will increase from 5% to 5.5%.
Add that assumption to the Data Input Sheet, and scan
the budget for key indicator variable changes. You can
quickly convince her that this isn’t a good idea. Ending
cash still drops by more than $33,000, and your EPS still
drops from $6.05 to $5.79, even with the increase in unit
sales. You don’t need to do any special calculations—the
budget does them all!
Checking the effects of other decisions is just as easy.
For example, if you need to scrape a bit more cash flow
from normal operations this year (something Bob’s
doesn’t really need to do, but we’ll go with it as an example), you could drop the Basic model’s ending finished
goods inventory from 20% to 15%. This generates nearly
$24,000 extra in cash flow and doesn’t have much of an

effect on EPS (it only drops by a penny a share). Or perhaps your marketing manager tells you he’s convinced
that by spending an extra $50,000 on a massive advertising campaign, you’ll increase your growth on the Deluxe
model from 5% to 10%. This scenario has mixed results.
EPS is up, but cash flow is down. Because all of your
assumptions are on the Data Input Sheet, you can easily
try any or all of your different ideas for improving the
company.
Of course, your budget can’t tell you if your projections are correct. You have to rely on your own industry
experience and savvy as an accountant to know if it’s reasonable to expect a $50,000 advertising campaign to
increase growth from 5% to 10%. But if your gut tells you
that it will, then your numbers are there waiting for you
to decide. Is better EPS for less cash a good trade? For
Bob’s, it probably is since cash isn’t a problem. For a company with tighter cash flow, especially if it puts them into
a deficit, it may not be. The judgment call is yours. But
the numbers are there instantly to give you more information to make that judgment. And isn’t that a budget’s
true purpose?
It doesn’t end there, of course. Once you have the
numbers from all the different managers, the management team can use the completed budget to address
larger company issues. Simply unlock all of the input cells
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on the Data Input Sheet, as well as the cash repayment
cells on the Cash Budget, and you’re ready to sit down
with the management team to talk about changing
financing models, prices, collections, and payment schedules. Everything and anything the management team
wants to try can quickly be input into the budget and
results reported right in the meeting. Now that’s the way
managers should use budgets!

Ethics Issues in Budgeting
Earlier we mentioned that you should base your budget
on fair, unbiased estimates from the most current information you can gather cost effectively. Good accountants
realize that’s what budgets should represent: an unbiased
projection of what the next period’s business will look
like using the best information currently available. This
usually includes creating a set of “best case” and “worst
case” scenarios and then using a middle-of-the-road or
“best guess” for the budget itself. Unfortunately,
some accountants and managers seem to feel
that they should instead create a set of
“good case,” “improbable case,” and “in
my wildest dreams” scenarios instead. On
the flip side, there are managers or
accountants who want to be conservative
and end up with a set of “bad case,”
“worst case,” and “sell now before it’s too
late” scenarios. Those who use these types of
biased estimates usually do so with the best of
intentions. They might not even realize that this is an
ethical issue, but it’s the first one we want to discuss.
There are two kinds of biased estimates: conservative and
optimistic.
Conservative estimates understate estimated revenues
and overstate estimated expenses. There are several problems with conservative estimates. When managers receive
bonuses based on budgeted figures, conservative budgeting virtually guarantees fat bonuses to all concerned—
which costs the company money. Bonuses calculated
using conservatively biased numbers aren’t really merit
based; they are manipulation based. Also, conservative
estimates understate expected ROI (return on investment) projections and, if part of a larger organization,
might target the budgeted segment for elimination or, at
the very least, restricted investment. It also makes borrowing and financing arrangements harder and may
increase the cost of capital, in terms of higher interest
rates, and lead to additional scrutiny of existing
covenants. Thus the conservative budget actually ends up
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being counterproductive.
Optimistic estimates have the opposite problems. Being
overly optimistic at the budgeting stage may mean extra
investment by a parent entity or more favorable lending
terms—and disappointment (and dismissals) when actual
results come in. Unfavorable budget variances can make
managers look less competent in the eyes of those doing
the evaluating. It also makes it harder for managers to
earn deserved bonuses, which in turn can undermine
morale and employee loyalty. If managers don’t feel
there’s any way to earn a bonus, they are less likely to try
to meet the goal.
The goal is unbiased estimates—estimates that are
equally likely to be high as to be low. Make sure when you
do your budgeting that you’re using the best information
you can collect in a cost-effective and timely manner, and
then present it in as unbiased a fashion as possible!
Unfortunately, using biased estimates is probably the
least of our worries about ethics in creating budgets.
For some managers, a budget represents an
opportunity to intentionally press a personal
advantage. This isn’t unintentionally biasing your numbers; this is purposefully
changing them to look better. The second
ethics issue, then, is intentional manipulations: budget padding and budget slack.
Budget slack is the process of building in
“wiggle room,” usually in the form of understating sales but sometimes accomplished by overstating required resources. This is different from
“conservative” estimations because it’s intentional and
usually for personal gain. It’s also different because of
who’s doing the estimating. Typically, accountants mistakenly believe they are doing the right thing by making
conservative estimates. After all, conservatism is a basic
principle of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
(GAAP). On the other hand, functional managers can
intentionally create budget slack in order to get a larger
bonus when they exceed their budgeted goals. The ethical
problems that arise from adding budget slack include
those we just discussed for conservative estimations, but
there are some additional problems. First, if a particular
department builds in slack, it may take resources away
from a more deserving department. Second, the department with the slack is essentially grabbing a larger slice of
the bonus pie and thus leaving another department or
manager with a smaller bonus. Third, at the end of the
year, the manager who has manipulated his or her numbers will look like a hero, or so she thinks, but, in the

meantime, senior management may target her department for reduction or elimination because the budgeted
departmental ROI may be below the company hurdle
rate.
Budget padding is the opposite of budget slack. Instead
of stripping down the budget, the manager adds to it,
typically allocating additional funds to an acceptable area
because senior management won’t approve the funds
where he really wants them. For example, a department
manager may want to upgrade computers, but he knows
that headquarters will reject that proposal. Instead, he
builds in additional funding for utilities, maintenance
and repairs, and some personnel items that corporate will
probably scrutinize less closely. In the best case, managers
have good intentions and plan to use the funds for legitimate business purposes. In the worst case, this is done to
increase perquisites for personal use, such as additional
travel money, better office furnishings for himself, or
other equally illegitimate items. Diverting corporate
funds for purposes not sanctioned by higher management can result in lower profit overall, less return for
shareholders, difficulty meeting debt covenants, and
fewer bonuses being paid.
A final ethics issue comes not from operating managers but from senior managers. We’re talking about
“ratcheting.” Ratcheting occurs when top management
merely increases the target every year that functional
managers “meet the budget,” without considering internal
factors, such as changes to company policy or capacity
issues, or external factors, such as changes to the economy or the life stage of the product. Sometimes management makes these choices with good intentions: Making
goals tough but achievable can increase motivation and
effort, and exceeding previous performance increases job
satisfaction. But sometimes decision makers act with malice, making it less likely that the budget will be exceeded
and thereby reducing bonus payouts and making it easier
to perform layoffs. The increased goals may also entice
new investment or increase lending opportunities. Sometimes senior managers ratchet goals because they are simply too lazy to do the necessary analysis or because they
lack the ability to create a useful budget. In these cases,
they use a standard formula instead of taking the time to
legitimately forecast future performance because it’s easier. Whatever the cause, mindlessly ratcheting the budget
serves no legitimate purpose. In the worst case, it can
ruin the morale of the managers and employees who see
endlessly increasing goals they must reach, in turn causing a loss of loyalty and increased turnover. These man-

agers might turn to earnings management, budget
padding, or budget slack to try to compensate for unrealistic demands, leading to all the other consequences
already discussed. It may also cost credibility with
investors and lenders if they see through the numbers to
the mindless process behind it. At best, it gives you a budget that’s relatively meaningless (no one can continue to
increase sales by, say, 10% forever!), and the budget
quickly moves from a dynamic tool to the doorstop in the
accounting office.
Those meetings, that work, and those estimates that
you put into your budget every year are meaningful
and useful. By making sure that your estimates—and
the estimates of senior management and operating
management—are thoughtful, considered, and unbiased,
you create a tool that’s powerful, meaningful, and taken
seriously by everyone involved.

Your Turn
We hope you created or improved your own Excel-based
Master Budget as you read these articles. If not, you
might want to consider all of the benefits of doing so. Use
ours as a starting point if you like; you can get a copy
from either of us. Check your flow through in a variety of
situations by crunching the numbers by hand and checking the spreadsheet until you’re comfortable that everything is flowing through the budget correctly. If your
hand figures and your spreadsheet don’t match, troubleshoot going backwards through the formulas. You
might find that the spreadsheet took more variables into
consideration than your hand calculations did. We believe
that once you start using a dynamic Excel-based budget
such as Bob’s, you’ll never go back to a plain budget document again. Let us know how you like yours once you
start using it. We really want to know. Until we hear from
you, Happy Budgeting! SF
Teresa Stephenson, CMA, Ph.D., is assistant professor of
accounting at the University of Wyoming and is a member
of IMA’s Denver-Centennial Chapter. You can reach her at
(307) 766-3836 or teresas@uwyo.edu.
Jason Porter, Ph.D., is assistant professor of accounting at
the University of Idaho and is a member of IMA’s Washington Tri-Cities Chapter. You can reach him at (208) 8857153 or jporter@uidaho.edu.
Note: A copy of the example spreadsheet, including all the
formulas, is available from either author.
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